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My love of reading was built on a founda�on of fic�on. I have vivid memories of reading under a tree in
Westchester with one of our family’s many dogs, devouring Gone with the Wind. This love would extend
through my travels of early adulthood — to the otherworldly classics of French and Russian literature
— and would persevere through many years of reading only prospectuses and deal documents, when my
modern favorites surfaced: Jonathan Franzen, Salman Rushdie, Isabel Allende, and Toni Morrison, to
name but a few.

But over the past few decades, I’ve feasted almost exclusively on history, historical fic�on, biography, and
psychology books — in a word, nonfic�on (many of which I’ve included in my Infinite Library). Perhaps it
was a desire to understand an increasingly chao�c world — coinciding as much of this period did with
macroeconomic and personal struggles. Or, maybe I just wanted to be a be�er wealth advisor: to
understand more of the world, and more of human behavior, so I could help my clients navigate ever
complex lives.
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Whatever the mo�ve, I enjoyed a rich journey through the annals of nonfic�on (in which category I
include historical fic�on, hoping, as it does, to tell us something true about a real historical moment).
However, perhaps out of a desire to return to my first love — the trials of the heart and spirit detailed in
novels — I lately found myself one-clicking the fic�on books on my wish list.

The list below contains some of the most powerful novels (and one short story) that I’ve read recently.
For my readers who want an inexpensive trip to new and fascina�ng places, where fic�on is actually
stranger (and certainly more magical) than truth, I share below my favorite fic�onal reads so far in 2023.
A last note: If you’ve read something that you consider unmissable, please let me know.

With grit, grace, growth, and gra�tude for my readers and my own love of reading, I wish you a joy-filled,
peaceful summer ahead.
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